
WEST OF 
VENUS

53 MILES

Inside the 3rd best little 
health and wellness resort 

outside of Tucson
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53 MILES WEST OF VENUS is a half-hour “health and wellness” comedy. 

When their estranged great aunt Evelyn passes away, Milwaukee-based 
fraternal twins Leah and Ian Gilman are offered the opportunity to 
purchase her rundown wellness resort on the outskirts of Tucson. 

After convincing two investors with their own motivations to buy in on 
the proposition -- Ian’s former boss, injured ex-NBA star Kwame St. 
Simon, and Leah’s former college roommate, trend-hungry tech 
millionaire Josephine Durk -- the foursome move to Chiron Valley Resort 
and Spa.

While Leah and Ian try to turn the resort around, Kwame searches for a 
cure to his career-ending injury, and Josephine doubles down on her 
efforts to discover the next health and wellness trend.

Meanwhile Zeb, the hotel’s mercurial manager, Debra, the 
understanding but physically inflexible yoga instructor, and Simone, the 
straight-shooting, one-armed Reiki Master, work to preserve the 
“charm” of the place and the spirit of all that Evelyn left behind.



WELCOME TO

Chiron Valley offers guests the best intention-based practices 
west of Tucson, North of Sonoma, and East of Desert Sky Go Kart 
and Trampoline Park. We sometimes offer a holistic approach to 
wellness, always do it with a smile, and, for your own good, politely 
ask that you avoid touching anything before licking your fingers.

CHIRON VALLEY
HOTEL AND SPA
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YOGA 
for those who already kinda know what they’re doing

PAST LIFE HEALING
 led remotely by a 12-year old Youtube Shaman from Dubuque

GYM
3 ½ hour, every-other-day access to a facility down the road 
using a shared key fob under the name “Blessica Masters*”

POOLS
two “tangy” salt water pools 

THE BEST FOOD
a budget wellness resort with bad credit can negotiate

WIFI
if you stand on the northwest corner under our metal awning,

the Cochran Family’s Wifi next door kinda works

Network: GovernmentKills90210     Password: Beyonce123

* Please see the front desk for details and a blonde kitten wig that must be worn during your 
workout. If asked by the gym, you’re Blessica with severe hearing loss and an AARP discount.
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Leah Gilman, 30 | Resort Manager
Uptight, exact, and a bit brash, Leah is type-A with a heart of gold. A perfectionist. She struggles 
relating to the slower pace of the resort and if often pushy when it comes to getting things done. On the 
plus side, she is indefatigable in her support of others and is excellent in a crisis. She always wants the 
best for everyone in every situation, but must often be reminded that she, and her opinion, aren’t 
always needed to make that happen.

Ian Gilman, 30 | Event and Activities Coordinator
While caring and sensitive to others, Ian has a hard time finishing things that he starts. Devilishly 
handsome, most people let him skate by on charm. He is the life of the party even when no one is in the 
mood for a party. Seemingly absent minded, Ian is intuitive and truly understands what people want. 
He can be frustrating, but he on your worst days there is no one you’d rather have in your corner. Of 
course, he was probably the reason for that bad day, but water under the bridge, man.

Josephine Durk, 29 | Marketing Director
A stone cold fox, Josephine fancies herself a “disruptor.” Overly captivated by sleek social media 
campaigns and splashy marketing gimmicks, she is determined to launch a health and wellness app 
that takes over the world and in her insufferable words “becomes the change that people crave in the 
world.” At the resort, she is on a constant mission to transform Chiron Valley, hoping to attract a 
hipper Tulum-esque crowd. She can be dismissive of the more quaint aspects of the resort, but she 
also enjoys the notion of keeping things “authentic.” 

Kwame St. Simon, 24 | Head of Movement
A tall man with a gentle spirit, Kwame listens before he speaks and is wise beyond his years. 
Determined to find a cure to what doctors call an incurable knee injury, he is up for trying any 
new-age, alternative medicines available. His gentleness also masks his insanely competitive side that 
reveals itself when both he and Ian compete for Josephine’s romantic attention. Aside from his 
physical talents, Kwame is also a closet crossword enthusiast and birder.
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Zeb Forest, 50s | Hotel Manager
A hotel manager whose skill set does not match the job, Zeb can’t make a decision to save his life. He 
also hates telling people what to do and has mastered the art of passive suggestion. Often Zeb can be 
found in the back office, binge watching reruns of Alf while the entire resort crumbles around him.

Debra Gronk, 40s | Yoga Instructor 
Debra owns an unending number of yoga pants - all styles, all patterns, never the same. What she 
lacks in know-how, she makes up in charm. Very supportive of everyone’s journey, Debra thinks that 
yoga is a pathway to understanding first the body, then the mind. She imbues her practice with a 
warmth that masks her genuine ignorance of the fundamental structures of yoga and instead 
encourages an individual approach; often conjuring new names and positions out of thin air.

Simone Garcia, 25 | Reiki Master
Born and raised in Tucson, Simone lost her arm in a freak magic show accident.  After coming to terms 
with her loss, she decided to become the world’s first one-armed reiki master (note: this may or may 
not be true). Simone is a matter-of-fact, straight-talking young thing that scoots in and out of 
conversations, dropping deeps spiritual truths while also sharing pop culture opinions nobody asked 
for or even understands. She is a skilled reiki master who does not allow anyone at the resort to sit in 
on her sessions making her an alluring mystery.

Frank “The Smudge” Carpetta, 60s | Groundskeeper
We don’t know much about Frank. He appeared from the desert 20 years ago. Part mobster, part drag 
queen, Frank has a talent for making problems quietly disappear. With a voice of gold and a penchant 
for funk and soul, Tuesday nights in the lounge are reserved for performances by his alter ego, 
Chakra Khandalini.
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magical. It was easily in my top vacations of all time; up there with our long 
weekends at Heritage USA.” ~ KittiesFeelSoft19, IL

“Well, what can I say, Simone made our stay incredible. The resort staff…. tried. The 
food was mostly digestible.” ~ KaleAndKandyForever, GA

“We never did figure out what the smell coming from our shower drain was; A little 
sharp, a little sweet. All in all though, Debra made the experience worth it. I still 

can’t feel my feet!” ~ YogaBoobs, WA
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We hope you enjoy your stay!

For bookings please visit us at:
wix.freewebsite.chironvalley.com

Chiron Valley is a proud certified reseller of Marie Osmond Dolls & Accessories



Brought to you by:

www.vijayandstephens.com

Vijay and Stephens is the creative team of Amrita Vijayaraghavan and Andrew Stephens. A writing and directing duo with 
production bonafides, Vijay and Stephens tell stories - both their own and others' - in scripted, live, and recorded formats.
 
Since 2011, V&S have directed, produced, curated, and performed in live events ranging from rooftop poetry slams, to late 
night dancehall dustups, to cabarets and more. They have presented young writers, musicians, and performers who have 
gone on to publish and present work on national and international platforms.
 
As award winning writers and musicians themselves, V&S write music and words for the stage, and more recently, for the 
screen. In 2018, they were quarter-finalists in Final Draft’s Big Break Contest with their big-haired, small-dreams comedy, 
The Lord’s Work. They are currently developing two new projects for television.
 
In addition to their own creative work, V&S works closely with the New York Times to produce national events geared at 
bringing the newsroom closer to subscribers. They also produce the chamber music series "A Little Night Music" at Lincoln 
Center's annual Mostly Mozart Festival. Other recent credits include Ralph Lauren’s 50th Anniversary show and dinner in 
Central Park and Chanel’s 2019 Metier D’Art collection at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Former clients include Carnegie 
Hall, Samsung, Adobe, and Moet/Hennessy, among others.

Andrew Stephens
andrew@vijayandstephens.com | (347) 687-5741

Amrita Vijayaraghavan
amrita@vijayandstephens.com | (216) 272-9121

http://www.vijayandstephens.com
mailto:andrew@vijayandstephens.com
mailto:amrita@vijayandstephens.com
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